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Digitally output hoardings used to cover up a building site or a property 
renovation have become commonplace across cities and towns in the UK. 
“Primarily we use it to present a tidy image to the street,” explains Phil 
Miller, architect at London-based Greenway Architects, who adds it can 
also have a commercial value for those involved in the project. ‘We put out 
contact details on and it proves a good marketing tool.’

It recently used one for a major refurbishment programme in London’s 
St John’s Wood. Previously it had done what many architects and builders 
do around town, which is to replicate the facade of the building behind the 
hoarding. “But we looked at this one more creatively and wanted to create 
a branding for our sites across London and do something that would be 
recognisable to someone driving or walking down the street,” he says. It 
chose to ‘camouflage’ rather than replicate and wanted something green and 
lush in contrast to what it going on behind it. “Previously we’ve replicated 
foliage in a realistic fashion but in this particular instance we abstracted it 
and added some geometry to make it more interesting and eye-catching.”

Greenway also carries out work for commercial buildings so it is interested 
in the ability to print onto a range of materials and surfaces like wood and 
glass, especially for reception and retail areas. “We don’t do a lot of it but 
are always looking for new technologies and new materials and new ways of 
looking at things creatively,’ says Miller. “When we need a solution, we tend 
to go out looking for it.”

Indeed, it is the use of glass that is currently attracting significant interest 
from architects. Signbox has operated in the architectural signage market 
for over 25 years. Mark Bartlett, managing director, explains that some four 
years ago it also started investing heavily in digital print which it previously 
subcontracted. It now uses the equipment to run an extension of its business 
creating environmental graphics. Bartlett explains that popular offerings for 
architects include its digital glazing, which transforms ordinary flat glass 
into something decorative, and glass manifestation films, a cost-effective and 
flexible alternative to traditional sandblasting and screenprinting.  

 “There is a trend to make the workplace a more attractive proposition 
for those working within it,” he says. “Graphics connected to the business 
- or simply beautiful images - can be printed on to the glass or different 
patterns can be created and printed on to it. We can completely determine 
the amount of opaqueness to that pattern. If there is a need for privacy, for 
instance, we can specify a white ink that can fade or be solid and can vary 
that from 0% to 100%. 

It recently worked with architect TP Bennett and brand communications 

ALONG ARCHITECTURAL LINES
Architects talk about how they ’re using large-format output both creatively and as a marketing tool and why 

there’s likely to be more to come.

and environment designer RAW Unlimited on the new offices of Microsoft 
subsidiary, Skype, in Waterhouse Square, Holborn. “We were commissioned 
to provide manifestation to the glazed meetings rooms and AV rooms,” 
explains Bartlett (see box-out). 

He adds that the use of glass has also been employed by the Canadian 
branch of architects OMA for the Rothschild Bank building in London. This 
commission saw digitally printed traditional photographs of the Rothschild 
brothers output on to 3M dusted crystal glass in a series of dots. “This was 
designed to hide their library from street level as they had full height glass 
and didn’t want people peering in,” explains Bartlett.

Large-format architectural projects tend to involve a number of parties 
in the supply chain. In the case of the St John’s Wood hoarding, Greenway 
used Project Print Management run by Justin Murray to co-ordinate the 
various parties. Once the digital image file was supplied Murray engaged 
Paul Benewith of 989 Design to rework it for large-format output and it was 
erected by the contractor Knowles Associates. 

“I see my role as bringing the necessary people together and finding 
the solution,” says Murray. “It’s a case of articulating the methodology 
in the client’s language. An architect may feel out of their comfort zone 
doing this.” Murray adds that in most cases you need planning permission 
for a building wrap (above 4.8m in height and hoardings over 38m2) so 
someone has to deal with this.

Similarly, Rich Ward, who founded RAW Unlimited with his brother 
Andy, says RAW will embed itself within a multi-discipline team 
that will typically include client, project management, architect and 
construction people, as well as specialists like Signbox. “We see our role 
as complementing architects and acting as a bridge between the client and 
the fabric of the building,” he says. “The brand could be communicated 
in all sorts of ways, for example, on optically clear manifestations on glass, 
through textures and three-dimensional design of furniture and joinery 
which can also integrate graphics.” 

Architects as among the professions that are likely to further exploit 
large-format output creatively and from a sales and marketing perspective. 
For instance, with hoardings proving such a good marketing tool, many are 
likely to see the value in connecting potential buyers or interested parties 
with more information in the online world via a QR code that could link, 
say, to artists’ impression. Murray also cites the use of a recent hoarding for 
a rehabilitation home that was used to recruit staff: “It’s a competitive world 
out there and it’s another way of selling yourself.”

GOING DOTTY AT SKYPE 

Skype’s London head office is over three floors at 
Waterhouse Square in Holborn, a grade II listed gothic 
landmark. Inside though, it is the height of a modern 
workplace and was designed by architects TP Bennett and 
delivered by construction services company ISG. Brand 
and environment graphic design was provided by RAW 
Unlimited and digital glazing by Signbox. “One of the 
things we like to do is create a surprise in the environment,” 
says Rich Ward, co-founder of RAW. “For Skype we hid 
their emoticons into a grid of dots on the manifestations 
throughout the building, so you have people in the office 
looking all over for them like Easter eggs.”

The dot pattern on the glass also performed a more 
technical function. With the Skype technology working 
on movement tracking, it could pick up on movement 
from someone walking past the room and focus the 
camera on them as opposed to the individuals having the 
meeting. So graphics had to be designed in such a way 
that where meetings were focused there was 100% detail 
or opacity. “The way the graphics were designed was in 
a dot pattern and they vignetted out from that 100% 
opacity,” explains Bartlett. “It’s a very high-tech design 
and it looks really good.”
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Signbox digitally printed traditional photographs in a series of dots for Rothschild Bank

Greenway Architects 
made use of digital printing 
to camouflage a recent 
refurbishment project

This project at the Skype building created “a surprise in the environment.”
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For Brian Lawrence digital printing has opened 
up a world of new opportunities. Whether it 
is custom-printed wallpapers or large motifs, 
the interiors and furnishings designer who runs 
Kent-based Brian Lawrence Interior Design, 
says the ability to print onto virtually any 
surface has influenced “the thought patterns” 
on how large-format print is used from 10 years 
ago: “Then it was more about the actual items 
like the curtains and cushions but now it’s come 
out and onto the walls.”

Meanwhile, BM Trevillion Interiors of 
Hertford has also been making use of large-format 
digital printing for several years. Its first project 
was imagery printed onto fabric backed vinyl 
wallcovering for the Grand Jersey Hotel in the 
Channel Islands. “Although we have been using it 
for some time, initially this was an expensive and 
relatively unknown process for us,” says design 
director Frances Blackham. “However, technology 
and experience has allowed us to be more 
confident and therefore more adventurous of late.”

Despite being largely self-taught in the area 
of digital printing, both design companies are 

pushing the boundaries of the technology in their 
field. Trevillion Interiors specialises in interior 
design for the hospitality sector and Blackham 
says it needs to be aware of specialised techniques 
that allow “innovative design solutions” to inspire 
the public. “We make a lot of effort to explore 
and push manufacturers, meeting and discussing 
our aspirations for product on a regular basis,” she 
explains. “Often manufacturers will request an 
opportunity to discuss [their] initial concepts with 
us for our input.”

Lawrence, who specialises in minimal classical 
interiors, has been spearheading the use of digital 
printing as a modern design medium for his 
profession. He believes its gathering momentum 
chimes well with the more minimal approach to 
interior design being taken by many restaurants, 
hotels, or indeed homes. “There might not be 
any curtains in the room but a whole wall of 
fabric or paper becomes the main design focus,” 
he says. “At the modern end of interior design, 
it’s much more acceptable to use a large-format 
print in that way and digital printing is opening 
up many more opportunities.” 

With large prints being used as the main 
fabric of the look of a whole area, Lawrence 
opines this has also encouraged a lot of wallpaper 
manufacturers to produce in-your-face and 
stylistic large motif designs. “For special print runs 
of fabrics and wallpapers, that’s where large-format 
digital output comes into play,” he says.

Lawrence sees many more opportunities opening 
up for digital printing and cites the film industry as 
one sector where it could be extremely useful. 

The recreation of an 18th century Italian 
wall covering demonstrated the huge potential 
of digital textile printing at last year’s Design 
House International event in Beverley Hills. The 
prestigious West Hollywood-based interior design 
firm L’Esperance collaborated with digital textile 
printing company Sawgrass to recreate a covering 
from the historical Italian estate Tenuta Berroni 
in Tenuta for the Grand Entry at the Greystone 
Mansion show house. The Grand Entry spans 

THINKING INSIDE OUT
Interior designers are fast recognising the practical and aesthetic benefits of 
incorporating large-format print within their work. Think Bigger speaks to 
some who are already realising its potential.

Below: Digitally printed wallpaper by Brian 
Lawrence and Potobelloart 

Right page: Textile printing was used to great 
effect to recreate an 18th century wall covering at 
Greystone Mansion by L’Esperance and Sawgrass

more than 79m2 of wall space. “Within the 
design phase of the project, we wanted to clearly 
distinguish the design as an architectural feature 
rather than a decorative one,” says Mark Trimble, 
director of business development at Sawgrass. 
“This was really the first time digital printing has 
taken this approach and dialling in the design was 
a challenge.”

Sawgrass believes the project is encouraging 
designers to see digital printing in a new light. 
“Previous conceptions held that digital was a 
decorative only process,” he says. “This allowed 
them to see that digital printing also offers a new 
way to architectural work.” 

Certainly, high-profile projects such as this 
and the pioneering efforts of individuals are 
putting large-format digital printing squarely on 
the map for interior designers. Lawrence, who is 
a member and director of the British Institute of 
Interior Design (BIID), has largely learned about 
digital printing through his own projects and says 
there now needs to be education in the wider 
interior design world if others are able to better 
understand its benefits. 

When working with printers, he says the 
designer leads the way creatively but the supplier’s 
expertise in the manufacturing and printing 
is invaluable. “Some do have a visual team 
who know what they are doing from a design 
perspective but for my projects I would always 
provide the designs,” he adds, continuing: “Some 
are thinking outside of the box when they 
approach with businesses proposals though.”

Blackham, also a BIID member, says the firm 
relies on representatives from specific supply 
sources to inform them of the possibilities of 
printing onto surfaces such as glass, fabric and 
materials for exterior cladding. “We do not 
speak directly with the printers unless the project 
specifically requires a direct communication,” 
but concludes: “It is quite possible that we, the 
designer, may well be able to think on a broader 
scale if we better understood the limitations of 
the current technology.”

RECREATING HISTORY

While in the process of discussing several commercial projects with the digital textile printer Sawgrass, 
interior design firm L’Esperance approached the company about creating an architectural design for a 
historical mansion in the Design House International event. The two sides worked closely together to 
recreate a covering from the 18th century Italian estate Tenuta Berroni in Tenuta for the Grand Entry at 
the Greystone Mansion show house in Beverly Hills. 

Sawgrass printed its M-XTR pigment inks on to polyester slub duck material for the wall covering 
and the curtains were printed on silk noil. Both fabrics were treated with a protective finish. Extremely 
high-resolution photographic images and creative elements were combined in the design and outfitting 
the grand staircase with precision presented the biggest logistical challenge.
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Barbara Salvadori, print and screen technician 
at the School of Design, London College of 
Communication, University of the Arts, London, 
helped to co-ordinate ‘Think Bigger’s’ student 
vox pop. She is involved in the running of an 
open access studio where students from a range 
of creative disciplines learn about print-making 
techniques, from traditional methods like 
screenprinting and letterpress to digital printing. 

“All students start by printing by hand 
and often become addicted to it because it’s 
so different from creating their work on a 
computer,” she says. “They can print on any 
surface so it can stretch their imagination. 
We’ve even had one student print on a block of 
concrete. It takes time though and means they 
often have to wait to see their results which this 
generation isn’t used to.”

Clearly students have an appetite for printing 
at scale and on different surfaces. Their responses 
to this vox pop suggest though show that large-
format inkjet digital printing and all the creative/
design possibilities that offers is yet to register of 
their radar and/or capture their imaginations. 

That’s partly understandable. Salvadori 
explains that while the photography department 
and IT room has a large-format inkjet printer, 
this is expensive to use and hence doesn’t tend 
to be used by the design students. And few 

educational establishments, even those in the 
design and creative space, can afford to actually 
purchase one of the UV flatbed printers that 
open up massive creative potential for printing 
onto anything from wood to glass to metal etc. 

And there’s the rub, which is a shame because 
while there is a lack of awareness of large-format 
digital printing and its capabilities in some 
quarters, students show they are open minded 
to different ways of working. Perhaps the onus, 
therefore, is on the large-format print community 
to find a way of engaging them and helping 
them to build on their traditional skill base and 
demonstrate the more creative possibilities and 
peculiarities of large-format output. 

Does print excite you as a medium and why?
Yes. It is about process and being involved in 
the production, which is not possible with 
digital printing. In my opinion, interaction 
and innovative design do not necessarily need 
expensive and digital technologies. 
Margot Lombaert, postgraduate diploma,  
design for visual communication

Very much so. I first started printmaking over 
seven years ago now and one thing that never 
ceases to delight me is how there is always 
something new and fascinating to learn and 

experiment with. It’s often the unexpected 
results that are most exciting. It is being able to 
physically grasp the process; if something goes 
wrong you can literally get your hands in there 
and fix any issues. Digital image-making is more 
of an enigma. I don’t wish to put down digital 
processes, far from it, I just personally find it a lot 
less satisfying working digitally as there is far less 
room for manoeuvre and far too many secrets.
Ben Rider, BA design graphic communication

The effects you get from traditional printmaking 
methods are unequalled by whatever comes out 
of [digital] printers. The embossed and pitch 
black prints you get off etching plates carries a 
certain charm while the screenprinting posters 
boast vivid colours almost impossible to achieve 
via digital print. Plus, it’s great to get your hands 
dirty in the studio.
Nathan Gotlib, BA graphic and media design 
(illustration)

How aware are you of large-format printers 
that can output to a variety of materials such as 
glass, textiles, metal and plastic as well as paper, 
and have you ever used one in your work? 
For my major project, I used transparent vinyl to 
cover windows. It was not exactly a large-format 
printer, but it works the same way with a scalpel 

ON A STEEP LEARNING CURVE
Think Bigger invited novice designers from the London College of Communication to take part in a vox pop about 

their perceptions of print, especially large-format output. But their responses show lessons need to be learned.
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to cut shapes. It was very challenging to work 
in such a big format (the complete installation 
was 10m long) and I most likely will re-use this 
process in my professional life. (Lombaert) 

For me digital print-outs, no matter the quality, 
never feels authentic, not to mention the price! 
I tried to justify silk screen-printed T-shirts for 
one particular job over buying paper that could 
be put through an inkjet and ironing it onto 
a T-shirt. The overall cost worked out slightly 
cheaper for the inkjet print as it was a small 
print run so the client went for that which is fair 
enough. The final results were awful, a plastic-like 
rubbeary gloss A4 rectangle with the image in the 
centre, looked horrible and felt uncomfortable to 
wear. (Rider)

I have personally never used any of those 
printers, I would imagine the cost to be relatively 
high and the materials restricted. It would be 
interested to work with them though, as long 
as they are flexible as to what you can do with 
them. (Gotlib)

I was recently runner-up in a competition 
of which the prize was to have my designed 
Christmas paper run through a large industrial 
four-colour separation press. My design was 

created by using printmaking techniques like 
collograph and printing with found objects. It 
was great to see my wrapping paper being printed 
in on large-scale in comparison to the small 
studio scale of which it was first designed. 
Kathryn Robinson, BA (Hons) surface design

Do you think print still offers plenty of 
creative scope and do you believe that there are 
still many creative boundaries to be pushed?
Most definitely. Photoshop allowed 
screenprinting to be used in a completely 
different way, so technology is definitely 
broadening the boundaries of traditional 
printmaking and we should embrace that. They 
are not mutually exclusive like some people seem 
to think. (Gotlib)

I believe within many things, there are always 
creative boundaries to push, but even more so 
in print. There are so many materials available 
now and with the help of technology and the 
enthusiastic and creative mind, it is possible to 
find a way towards many more things of which 
we are not yet aware. With print there is a huge 
element of layering but not flat layering like on 
a digital screen, visual, textural and touchable 
layering. (Robinson)

Do you think print has a valuable part to 
play in tandem with other technologies? For 
instance, posters with QR codes, campaigns 
that make use of augmented reality and 
similar combinations. Does this approach 
also inspire you?
It is for me the only way to keep this art alive to a 
large number of people. Mixing media is the way 
to explore the best qualities of different processes 
and combine them together to create a more 
powerful product. (Lombaert)

I truly believe in collaboration so yes I think 
there is a perfect combination of the two waiting 
to happen. What that is I couldn’t tell you. It 
would be exciting to teach a coder printmaking, 
and a printmaker coding then have the two chat 
about projects and what they learnt. Something 
amazing is waiting there. (Rider)

Print, like most techniques, should not be viewed 
as a concept: it is a means to an end, a way to 
enhance the projects we are working on. Trans-
media work has the opportunity to be truly 
innovative in an exciting way and finding the 
right balance calls for a creative mindset. (Gotlib)

Nathan Gotlib (right) with fellow student Helyn Gulley Margot Lombaert
Pic credit, Ana Escobar

Ben Rider
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